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DAMAGED HUDSON'S SAFE RETURN

With a hole in one wing big enough for three men to stand in, a Hudson

of Coastal Command returned to base safely after bombing enemy shipping.

The Hudson had been on "strike" against on enemy convoy creepine up the

Dutch coast with supplies for the Germans.

"It was pitch dark," said the pilot of this Hudson. "We were looking

for the convoy. Suddenly the sky around us was filled with bursts, tracers

and various assortments of hostile ’flak.' We had found that convoy all right."

Dropping his bombs, the pilot took immediate evasive action. He was

weaving his way out of the enemy 's fire when a shell hit the aircraft.

"I was just congratulating myself that we were clear of the 'flak' when the

'Kite' seemed to jump about twenty yards in the air," said the pilot. "We

had been hit in the starboard wing near the trailing edge behind the engine.

"Luckily, the engine was not touched and continued ticking over perfectly.
The starboard flap waa blown out and the tyre punctured, but otherwise there was

no damage inside the fuselage, and none of us vis scratched."

Despite the damage, the pilot had little difficulty in getting the aircraft

home.

"The Hudson flew all right," he said. "A little shaky, perhaps, but nothing
to speak of. When we get to base I circled until all the other aircraft had

landed, and then I came in. A normal landing, though slightly faster than usual."

This was the third time this particular Hudson had been shot up by anti-

aircraft fire while attacking shipping, and, although badly damaged, had each

time landed safely.

"We're getting quite used to it now," said the pilot. "We don't worry

any more. We know that if the enemy leaves us one engine and a few pieces
of wing and fuselage we can get the bid ’kite’ home safe."

Note: Photographs are available from B.I.P.P.A./They show (l) General view of the

damaged wing, with three of the crew standing at the tail; (2) close-up of

shell-hole; and (3) pilot and two members of the crew smiling cheerfully as they

stand in the torn wing.


